DEAR GRADUATES OF THE EDWARD AND MARGARET DOISY COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES,

PreCommencement and Commencement are two of my favorite days of the year. The opportunity to honor your achievements, acknowledge our outstanding faculty and staff who were pivotal in your success, and send you off to Light the World on Fire is exhilarating. Each year I look forward to it more than the year before. Never would I have anticipated that as I prepared to celebrate my sixth May commencement at SLU we would be doing it in this manner.

However, despite the current circumstances, I appreciate this opportunity to acknowledge your tremendous academic accomplishments, which are all the more impressive given the untimely and unplanned circumstance of your last months as a SLU student. It is no small feat to complete a university degree, especially at a rigorous institution like SLU and among the various demanding programs in the Doisy College of Health Sciences. You have spent countless hours studying for tests and lab practicums and preparing homework assignments and clinical reflections. At the same time, you have learned to balance your studies with work, spirituality, community service, entertainment, family and friends. You have persevered through personal challenges, enjoyed triumphant successes, and now, notably, you have completed your degree despite an ongoing global pandemic which has separated you from your academic home. Consider the magnitude of these circumstances and your achievements and why there is so much to be proud of.

While earning your academic degree is what brought you to SLU, you leave with much more than that. You have new perspectives of the world, lifetime friendships, and limitless opportunities rooted in the connections and networks you have fostered as a student. Your vast experiences and professional skills have prepared you well to enter an uncertain world at an uncertain time. For those of you who are newly employed or off to graduate school, I offer my congratulations. For those still searching, remember that you are intelligent and capable, that today’s turbulence will pass, and that even now you are on the path to who you want to become. I have every confidence in your abilities, and SLU will be here to support you in your aspirations long after graduation has passed.

In the last several weeks you have witnessed the uncertainties, demands and expectations of those who serve as allied health professionals. When I met with you as an aspiring freshman or new graduate student, I likely shared that you would emerge from SLU as confident, highly competent leaders who approached their work with passion and compassion. Today, be proud of your accomplishments as you join a large, diverse and welcoming family of Billiken alumni. Go forth inspired to use what you have learned for a higher purpose and the greater good.

I thank you again for allowing us to play this part in your life’s journey, and for challenging us to be better for you. On behalf of the entire Doisy College of Health Sciences, congratulations!

Warm regards,

Mardell Wilson, Ed.D., RD, LDN
Dean
Jennifer L. McDaniel

(Doisy ’03), M.S., R.D.N., D.S.S.D., L.D.

Jennifer L. McDaniel found joy in the kitchen as a teenager. She flipped through cookbooks and made dinner for the family while her mother gave piano lessons in another room. When a school counselor read the job description for a registered dietician, McDaniel said a light bulb went off. She knew what she wanted to do with her life.

After earning undergraduate degrees from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, McDaniel earned a Master of Nutrition and Physical Performance from SLU. She was an assistant and adjunct professor in the Doisy College for Health Sciences from 2006 to 2012.

Her emphasis on science over hype helped McDaniel establish herself as a well-respected specialist in sports dietetics. She consulted for Shark Fitness Boot Camps and assessed athletes with Carmichael Training Systems, a leader in endurance sports coaching. McDaniel co-owned Elevate Fuel, an online meal planning service for endurance athletes. The marathon runner designed wellness programs for numerous companies in the St. Louis area. In 2010, she founded McDaniel Nutrition Therapy in Clayton, Mo. where she assists clients with weight management, sports nutrition and nutrition genetic testing.

McDaniel was the media spokesperson for the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics for six years and has been quoted in U.S. News and World Report, Men’s Health and Fitness Magazine. McDaniel co-authored the Mediterranean Table Cookbook.

McDaniel, who was named Missouri Dietitian of the Year in 2015, said cooking for her three sons is different than her carefree cooking as a teen, but she will never lose her passion to see people eating healthy food.

It is an honor to write these words and sincerely say congratulations on your tremendous achievements. While you and I didn’t have the exact same SLU experience, we have been shaped by dedicated faculty, high standards, and rigorous programming. When I stepped out into the world as an entry-level dietitian, it became clear to me that I was prepared. Scared, but prepared.

However, I also sincerely say: I am sorry. Sorry that this celebration, this grand finale of sorts, doesn’t look the way you hoped it would. It doesn’t look the way my graduation from Saint Louis University did. In addition to the actual ceremony, you have missed the graduation parties, the gathering of loved ones who wanted to celebrate you, and even taking that last stressful exam alongside your colleagues. Life has changed, and we do not know if it will go back. We are all navigating this uncertainty.

But as both an alumna and former faculty member of the Doisy College of Health Sciences, I know what is certain: you are ready for whatever lies ahead. Your Saint Louis University education, rooted in the Jesuit tradition, has prepared you to be the light during darker moments like these and to be women and men for and with others. Of all the lessons we learned from this institution, my favorite is the respect we have for our clients, patients, and families. The ability to walk beside them, and not simply come at them with our “plans;” the humility to recognize that it is a privilege to help them during their vulnerable moments in life; and to quote from Hippocrates, “To cure sometimes, treat often, and comfort always.”

While you have been finishing up your coursework, you have witnessed your peers already in the field. Superheroes with exhausted eyes and lines on their faces from hours of wearing protective masks. Observing them, it has become clear how much the world needs you. Not just any health professionals, but those with compassion for their patients and passion for their profession. Our world will not get better merely with well-educated professionals; these current and future wounds require care from those willing to think critically and pause in honest self-reflection. Our world is in dire need of more caring, service-oriented health professionals who can seek to treat not just the virus or ailment, but the whole person. You are uniquely qualified to help fulfill that need.

This burden does not fall on your shoulders alone. Your educators have made it clear that you must collaborate with your colleagues, patients, their families and your communities. And you can look to each other for strength and support; to be One SLU, together in the communities you serve.

From one SLU graduate to another, thank you. Thank you for your commitment to soak up this education and experience. And, most importantly to continue to stay curious learning, living and loving in your chosen fields.
DOISY COLLEGE OF HEALTH
SCIENCES ALPHA ETA
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Alpha Eta is a National Allied Health Honor Society. Its purpose is the promotion of scholarship and fellowship with other health sciences professionals and to recognize high achievement and significant contributions to the health professions. Student members are selected by their professors on the basis of scholarship, leadership and achievement.

CLINICAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Anthony Joseph Boeing
Jeffrey Steven Demond
Sarah Alice Gilfillan
Julia Griffin
Haley Nicole Grimes
Anna A. Grubmuller
Tyler Thomas Guist
Taylor Mae Hartfield
Vishnu Kaverimian
Hannah Elizabeth Knudsen
Vy Thanh Le
Clayton Lee Monia
Sharyl Nicole Payne
Emily Lyn Seiler
Kyrollos Mounir Shenouda
Abigail Anne Staunton
Anna See Yun Young

NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
Rachael Elise Becker
Megan Elizabeth Brinkworth
Janie Steele Hughes
Margaret Mary Kirsch
Hannah Marie Matthews
Terver Williams

OCCUPATIONAL SCIENCE
AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Gillian Victoria Baker
Megan Elizabeth Beitzel
Abigail Judith Carter
Sarah Grace Birtch
Monica J. Buoni
Marisa Nicole Clemente
Erin Marie Edwards
Madelyn Claire Ennis
Claire Elizabeth Hadley
Erin Elisabeth Hahle
Amy Lynn Hennessy
Kathleen Ann Kauper
Courtney Nichole Kilfoy
Madeleine Michelle Kozak
Rebekah Alise Kuhl
Madison Renee Kumnick
Sarah Marie Leganski
Jane Katherine Lavelle
Kaley Joellen McGinness
Megan D. Miller
Kallie Kathryn Neumer
Monica Jean Parilac
Morgan Jean Redohl
Courtney Jillian Reynolds

PHYSICAL THERAPY
AND ATHLETIC TRAINING
Kathleen Anderson
Emelia Baer
Katherine Bennington
Emily Chisholm
Molly Clifford
Kristen Connolly
Claire Ditman
Nicholas Fanselow
Nathaniel Foss
Jessica Joseph
Caitlin Kelley
Megan Kohlman
Anthony Lorenger
Anna Mackey
Megan McShane
Kristine Monaghan
Dana Moyer
Haana Nelson
Emily Niklewicz
Niall O’Brien
Katherine Perko
Jamie Prus
Jacob Ranali
Gabriel Rogers
Katherine Ross
Sarah Sajewski
Caroline Sauer
John Schaefer
Claire Spring
Noelle St. Jacques
Carter Stark
Allison Stefan
Rachel Stoffregen
Claire Thoelecke
Caitlyn Thomas
Halsey Uerling
Janine Urgello
Katie Wilczynski
Elizabeth Worland

HONORS AND AWARDS

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES
AND DISORDERS
Anna E. Carril
Rebecca Ferron
Erin Losin
Amanda Pollman
Natalie Seidl
Laura Grace Stiemecmeyer
Alpha Sigma Nu is unique among honor societies in that it seeks to identify the most promising students of the Jesuit schools, students who demonstrate an intelligent appreciation of and commitment to the ideals of Jesuit education - intellectual, social, moral, and religious. Selection to Alpha Sigma Nu is one of the highest honors that can be given on a Jesuit campus.

**Clinical Health Sciences**
Julia Griffin
Nicole Olivia Lata
Mao Lin
Melissa Dawn Porterhouse

**Communication Sciences and Disorders**
Anna E. Carril
Erin Losin
Megan Ward

**Nutrition and Dietetics**
Rachael Elise Becker
Margaret Mary Kirsch
Hannah Marie Matthews

**Occupational Science and Occupational Therapy**
Kyra Marie Barillier
Monica J. Buoni
Marisa Nicole Clemente
Sabrina Ann English
Caroline Diana Frick
Madeleine Michelle Kozak
Kailey Joellen McGinness
Kallie Kathryn Neumer

**Physical Therapy and Athletic Training**
Remy Arnold
Emelia Baer
Rebecca Calhoun
Emily Chisholm
Molly Clifford
Clare Cullen-Conway
Lauren Foster
Kathleen Gyore
Melissa Hussey
Haley James
Brittany Laurent
Amanda Mongoven
Dana Moyer
Jamie Prus
Hannah Redden
Gabriel Rogers
Caroline Sauer
Noelle St. Jacques
Allison Stefan
Rachel Stoffregen
Jessica Suchaczewski
Ryan TeKolste
Janine Urgello
## CANDIDATES FOR DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

### DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY AND ATHLETIC TRAINING

**DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY**
- Kathleen Anderson
- Remy Arnold
- Sophia Aspin
- Madalyn Baalman
- Deanna Bailey
- Alexandra Beckman
- Katherine Bennington
- Jamie Brew
- Meghan Brewer
- Paulena Brocato
- Garrett Buechler
- Alexander Butler
- Rebecca Calhoun
- Kristen Carrasquilla
- Fotis Christacos
- Cassandra Coleman
- Jaclyn Coners
- Kristen Connolly
- James Dooley
- Jessica Fielder
- Colin Fisher
- Nathaniel Foss
- Aaron Fyalka
- Marybeth Galick
- Hailey Gill
- Richard Guillen
- Kathleen Gyore
- Chad Hanson
- Anne Hennessy
- Andrew Herstam
- Kelly Hodes
- Melissa Hussey
- Haley James
- Jessica Karluk
- Taylor Katalinic
- Elizabeth Kenney
- Andrew Kiffmeyer
- Megan Kohlmann
- Margaret Kuckelman
- Alexandra Lanty
- Brittany Laurent
- Caroline Markun
- Courtney Martin
- Timothy McCoy
- Courtney McNicholas
- Jacob Mileham
- Kristine Monaghan
- Bailey Moynihan
- Albin Mutholam
- Emily Niklewicz
- Allyson Nortz
- Niall O’Brien
- Morgan Parkinson
- William Patton
- Casey Pluchino
- Jamie Prus
- Rebecca Reilly
- Kristin Rein
- Gabriel Rogers
- Anna Rolwes
- Christopher Schmalz
- Margaret Schneider
- Laura Seadler
- Katrina Seal
- Claire Spring
- Noelle St. Jacques
- Carter Stark
- Rachel Stoffregen
- Jessica Suchaczewski
- Halie Sunderman
- Ryan Tekolste
- Claire Toelecke
- Rachael Thomas
- Catherine Thull
- Halsey Uerling
- Jason Uhler
- Mitchell VanderWey
- Katie Wilczynski
- Lydia Winkels
- Benjamin Wojcicki
- Elizabeth Worland
- Philip Wuellner

## CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTERS DEGREE

### DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL HEALTH SCIENCES

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MOLECULAR IMAGING AND THERAPEUTICS**
- Lamyaa Khalid Aljaafari
- Vy Thanh Le

**DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS**

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS**
- Logan Abbott
- Sarah Baldridge
- Mikayla Bassett
- Courtney Bingel
- Lindsey Branson
- Maria Bullard
- Marissa Change
- Caitlin D’Souza
- Mallory Evans
- Rebecca Ferron
- Courtney Haker
- Emily Hohl
- Hannah Jaco
- Jasmine Jefko
- Jennifer Joseph
- Audrey Kinzinger
- Kailin Leisure
- Margaret McPherrin
- Brittany Miller
- Nichole Morgan
- Katelyn Moss
- Caitlin Phelan
- Amanda Pollmann
- Elizabeth Pope
- Molly Ream
- Claire Reeves
- Megan Roedner
- Kara Sachtleben
- Rachel St. Louis
- Laura Stiegemeyer
- Kaitlyn Sweeney
- Haley Thomas
- Christina Vicari
- Kelly Wallner
- Hailey Watkins
- Cassidy Woods
- Cristin Zaputil
CANDIDATES FOR THE MASTERS DEGREE (continued)

DEPARTMENT OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
Seddiqah Aljishi
Sydney Anderson
Sarah Carroll
Victoria Cernetich
Andrea Custer
Nikki Fischer
Nirjhar Ruth Ghosh
Camille Grove
Angel Hawa Fahn
Hannah Holtmeyer
Monica Inman
Kaitlin Isbell
Kylie Kain
Dakota Kanzic
Georgia King
Xun Liu
Ellery Martin
Lindsey Matulis
Holley Moates
Sarah Morrissey
Cameron Mottet
Madeline Nathe
Macia Noorman
Sharon Quamber
Sam Scardigli
Haley Serra
Amber Terschak
Molly Ulishney
Victoria Wannemuehler
Zhengije Zhao

DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL SCIENCE AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
MASTER OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Curtis M. Andrzejewski
Mary Claire Bannon
Kyra M. Barillier
Madeline Marie Bartek
Megan Elizabeth Beitzel
Alison Leata Bennett
Nicole Christine Billmeyer
Brittany Ann Butler
Claire Elizabeth Callahan
Jane Elizabeth Conroy
Kelsie Jane Danchertsen
Cara Love De Asis
Haley Faye Deters
Siobhan Lucey Donohoe
Breanne Edwards
Erin Marie Edwards
Sabrina Ann English
Caroline Diana Frick
Megan Elizabeth Gahart
Sara Guilfoyl
Claire Elizabeth Hadley
Erin Elisabeth Hahle
Laura M. Handy
Laura Nicole Kallal
Mary Meehan Kellett
Amy Marita Kieliszewski
Shannon Elizabeth Kiley
Bethany D. Kingsley
Courtney Russell Klare
Madeleine Michelle Kozak
Keira Anne Kuenzel
Madison Renee Kunnick
Anna Leigh Kwak
Selina X. Lam
Sarah Marie Leganski
Kailey Joellen McGinness
Mary Kate McIntyre
Kayla Elizabeth Miller
Megan D. Miller
Meaghan Kathleen Moriarty
Christina Michelle Murray
Mary Cecelia Naumann
Kallie Kathryn Neumer
Sabrina Lyn Nihsen
Avery Rosina Pacella
Monica Jean Parilac
Isha Bhavesh Patel
Mary Katherine Renschen
Courtney Jillian Reynolds
Jane Alexandra Riedl
Emilie Maxine Noël Schmidt
Elizabeth Doll St. Lawrence
Hanna C. Suez
Gabriella Marie Tucci
Molly McDermott Updegraff
Elizabeth Marie Van Dyke
Caroline R. Warning
Emma Jean Wozniak

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL THERAPY AND ATHLETIC TRAINING
MASTER OF ATHLETIC TRAINING
Gwyneth Brown
Mitchell Buerck
Marissa Burch
Alejandra Chavez-Hernandez
Hannah Daily
Claire Ditman
Justin Durham
Abigail Hoffman
Maria Lingardo
Rebecca McGrail
Cheyenne Meinershagen
Conner Mongoven
Courtney Nall
Carmen Roberson
Allison Stefan
Caitlyn Thomas
Rachel Wilhelm
Emma Yonkers
### Department of Clinical Health Sciences

#### Bachelor of Science in Health Information Management
- Anthony Joseph Boeing
- Samantha Allingham Draper
- Lacey Blase Ebert
- Jonah Cristina Paredes Grafilo
- Munivindhya Rani Marri
- Nicholas James Schultz
- Alexander Heinz Staedicke
- Kendra L Wilken

#### Bachelor of Science in Health Sciences
- Carley Elise Browning
- Maya Cassidy Burnett
- Connor Ryan Duke
- Anthony Robert Duvergel
- Joseph Michael Ernatt
- Lauren Valeria Evelti
- James B. Fairfield
- Sarah Alice Gilfillan
- Julia Blanche Griffin*
- Haley Nicole Grimes
- Tyler Thomas Guist
- Kylee Rose Humphreys
- Cameran Maria Jones
- Nicole Olivia Lata*
- Jared Joseph Lex
- Lauren Colleen Marie Maalouf*
- Ruband Mahmood
- Cali Jo McAreavy
- Nicholas Jeffrey Mehlin
- Mary Grace Melliere
- Clayton Lee Monia
- Prianka Manish Patel
- Nicholas James Reichmuth
- Sarah Ellen Robberson
- Rayna Roy
- Pridam Damodar Shankar
- Kyrollos Mounir Shenouda
- Abigail Anne Staunton
- Claire Elizabeth Tidey
- Blake Edward Trucano
- Colin Richard Vogt
- Sydney Marie Wade
- Auleiyah B Waters
- Bronte Elizabeth Wright

#### Bachelor of Science in Investigative and Medical Sciences
- Yazen Al-Hosni
- Nicholas Ryan Baxter
- Eric Weiti Chow
- Bridget Irene Corcoran*
- Jeffrey Steven DeMond
- Sabrina Hong Duong
- Reese Nicole Foster*
- Amrita Kaur Gill
- Noah Edward Gistover
- Madelyn Maureen Hunsaker
- Aida Junuzovic
- Himavarsha Kancharla
- Mycala Ayn Kapustka
- Vishnu Kaverimanian
- Ena Kovac
- Britanny Marie Jean Kraft
- Mao Lin
- Katherine A. McCaffrey
- Rachel Nicole McMillin
- Sydney Elizabeth Cusi Mefford
- Andrea Jo Mitts
- Melissa Dawn Porterhouse*
- Thue Rammaha
- Katherine Rosemary Reddy
- Emily Lyn Seiler
- Danielle Marie Stoops
- Julia Ruth Vance
- Kayla Marie Vitale
- Megan Alise Wieber*
- Olivia Gayle Wilfong
- Anna See Yun Young

#### Bachelor of Science in Nuclear Medicine Technology
- Jacqueline Jeannette Abeln
- Susan M Bjork
- Aida Cesko
- Ethan Michael Grimes
- Anna A Grubmuller
- Melissa Mehmudovic
- Billie Elizabeth Meyer
- Rebecca Munselle
- Elijah Narong Suos

#### Bachelor of Science in Investigative and Medical Sciences
- Hailey Alexis Bartels
- Alyssa Marie Connett
- Machella Elizabeth Dunlea
- Brian Thomas Dunn
- Hannah Elizabeth Knuusden
- Steven Le
- Sara Taylor Paulson
- Sharyl Nicole Payne
- Kailikea Schumacher-Lagundino
- Melissa Maureen Struttmann

### Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

#### Bachelor of Science in Communication Sciences and Disorders
- Annalise Alvarez
- Emily Blazevic
- Emily Bowerman
- Anna Carril
- Rania Daoud
- Sarah Doyle
- Julia Flynn
- Lauren Fox
- Alison Fugate
- Gabriela Gravalle
- Jennifer Jasper
- Alexis Joseph
- Erin Losin
- Amanda Posegay
- Haylie Santos
- Natalie Seidl
- Jenna Sorensen
- Megan Ward
- Kendall Werhane

*Graduated from Honors Program*
DEPARTMENT OF
NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

Rachael Elise Becker
Sarah Kimberly Bostic
Megan Elizabeth Brinkworth
Sophia Clarisse Grames
Grace Harmon
Janie Steele Hughes
Lissane Kafie
Margaret Mary Kirsch
Hannah Marie Matthews
Nemanja Pavlovic
Linda Pham
Madeline Elizabeth Puto
Monica Ranson
Iman Ali Rasheed
Kathleen Reilly
Eris Rolves
Rene Nicole Runions
Amy San
William Robert Sanders
Trever Williams
Karly Nicole Wilson

DEPARTMENT OF
OCCUPATIONAL SCIENCE
AND OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN OCCUPATIONAL SCIENCES

Kerry Elizabeth Anderson
Sydney Catherine Anderson
Gillian Victoria Baker
Abigail Judith Carter
Ann Marie Berry
Courtney Elizabeth Bertels
Natalie Layne Bierbrier
Sarah Grace Birtch
Monica J Buoni*
Margaret Mary Cibula
Megan Elizabeth Cladis
Marisa Nicole Clemente
Grace Michelle Conner
Megan Elizabeth Cussen
Kendall Taylor Dufek
Anne Elizabeth Duffy
Madelyn Claire Ennis
Serena Mae Etling
Morgan Ann Evitts
Alyssa Joyce Fasoli
Morgan Lowery Foster
Ann Marie Fujara
Suzanna Julia Glowacki
Heather Noelle Gregory
Amy Lynn Hennessy
Delaney Marie Jordan
Grace Michele Kaady
Kathleen Ann Kauper
Courtney Nichole Kilfoy
Mallory Taylor Koller
Rebekah Alise Kuhl
Anna Marie Langevin
Sara Cathryn Laswell
Jane Katherine Lavelle*
Emma Marie Mancuso
Camille Bichierio Manzana
Brooke V. Mayer
Olivia Rose McQuilkin
Cheyanna Kate Michael
Rebecca Lynn Mitchell
Natalie Leona Mobley
Elizabeth Julie Moran
Grace Anne Muldou
Meghan Suzannah Nightingale
Haley Noel Nystedt
Tess Elisabeth Flaherty O'Brien
Anne Marie Picchiotti
Morgan Jean Redohl
Courtney M Reimer
Meagan Sarah Rinella
Molly L Schoenfelder
Zoe Rose Schuver
Hannah Maureen Smith
Katharine Ramona Camila Smith
Olivia C. Speer
Lily Marie Taggart
Fiona Mary Tilson
Elaine Maddison Weidle

DEPARTMENT OF
PHYSICAL THERAPY
AND ATHLETIC TRAINING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN EXERCISE SCIENCE -
PHYSICAL THERAPY

Ryleigh Akrbridge
Emelia Baer
Holly Banark
Kristin Beier
Alysia Beirne
Madisyn Burbridge
Jacquelyn Cameli
Emily Chisholm*
Molly Clifford
Teresa Coco
Caroline Cooke
Sarah Cross
Clare Cullen-Conway
Kiera Daly
Meredith Deback-Gast
Aaron Dugan
Alyssa Forbes
Lauren Foster
Gibbin George
Emily Gier
Carlos Gonzalez
Grace Gwin
Jessica Joseph
Olivia Keasey
Caitlin Kelley
Daniel Kelly
Allison Klug
Marcy Klus
Kaitlyn Kohm
Ryan Lehner
Claire Lies
Elizabeth Liese
Steven Lona
Anthony Lorenger
Jennifer Lu
Anna Mackey
John Mahay
Ann Martin
Hailey Martin
Taylor Massie
Kristina Mastrocola
Megan McShane
Molly Mitchell
Amanda Mongoven
Dana Moyer*
Haana Nelson
Amanda Ng
Madelyn Nicholson
Beatrice Nottke
Clare O'Carroll
Veronica Olson
James Oslovich
Abraham Park
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE (continued)

Emma Pergams
Sydney Phelan
Hannah Pierson
Allyson Pribyl
Jacob Radden
Brandon Raiff
Jacob Ranalli
Hannah Redden
Sarah Riley

Katherine Ross
Jared Roznowski
Natalie Ruzevich
Sarah Sajewski
Caroline Sauer*
John Schaefer
Hannah Schumacher
Kyle Stenzel
Matthew Stephens

Jacob Stoner
Stephanie Surkin
Violeta Tallat-Kelpsa
Janine Urgello
Jisha Varughese
Hannah Vasil
Reagan Walton
Patricia Witte

*Graduated from Honors Program

CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATE

CERTIFICATE IN MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE
Brittany Marie Jean Krafft
Rachel Nicole McMillin

DIDACTIC PROGRAM IN DIETETICS CERTIFICATE
Sofia Mitjans
Angela Adrian, MA, CCC-SLP
Clinical Instructor

Omar Ahmad, PhD, OTD
Associate Professor

Ryan Bailey, Ph.D., MSCI, OTR/L
Assistant Professor

Carol Beckel, PhD, MA, PT
Assistant Professor

Sherry Bicklein, MHI, RT(R)(T)
Associate Professor

Mitzi Brammer, PhD, CCC-SLP
Assistant Professor

Anthony Breitbach, PhD, ATC, FASAHP, Program Director

Dan Brewer, MS, RD, LD
Chef, Instructor

Emily Buxbaum, MA, CCC-SLP
Clinical Instructor

Crystal Botkin, PhD, MPH, CNMT, PET, Associate Professor

Caroline Chang, MMS, PA-C
Program Director

Yi Fang Chiu, PhD, CCC-SLP
Assistant Professor

Mary Jo Davenport, PT, MS, PhD
Associate Professor

Genevieve DelRosario, MHS, PA-C
Assistant Professor

Meghan Doherty, OTD, OTR/L
Assistant Professor

Lisa Dorsey, PhD, MBA, PT
Assistant Professor

Uthayashanker Ezekiel, PhD, MB(ASCP)CM, Associate Professor

Maureen Fischer, MS, CCC-A
Clinical Instructor

Jill FitzGerald, PT, DPT, CSCS
Associate Professor

Ivis Forrester, Ph.D., MPH, RD, LD
Assistant Professor

Ethel Frese, PT, DPT, CCS, FAPTA
Professor

Rebecca Frisella, MS, CCC-SLP
Clinical Instructor

Sarah Frye, MBA, CCRP, CNMT, PET, NCT, Assistant Professor

Anne Garanzini, M.Ed., PA-C
Assistant Professor

Christina Garms, MS, CCC-SLP
Clinical Assistant Professor

Dave Gutekunst, PhD
Assistant Professor

Kelly Hawthorne, PT, DPT, GCS
Associate Professor

Ann Hayes, PT, DPT, OCS
Professor

Elissa Held-Bradford, PhD, PT
Assistant Professor

Rita Heuertz, PhD, MT(ASCP)
Professor

Julia Hoffmann, MA, CCC-SLP
Clinical Assistant Professor

Julie Howe, MBA, D-ABMDI
Assistant Professor

Tim Howell, EdD, ATC, CSCS
Assistant Professor

Deborah Hwa-Froelich, PhD, CCC-SLP, Professor

Lisa Jaegers, PhD, OTR/L
Assistant Professor

Lori Jones, PhD, MS, MPH, RD, LD
Assistant Professor

Julia Kalb, MS, OTR/L
Program Director

Marcey Kennedy, MA, ARMRIT, RT(MR), Program Director

Ginge Kettenbach, PhD, PT, FNAP
Professor

Kathy Kienstra, MAT, RT(R)(T)
Program Director

Minh Kosfeld, PhD, MLT(ASCP)
CM, Program Director

Kathy Kress, MS, RD, LDN
Associate Professor

Lauren Landfried, PhD, RD, LD, FAND, Assistant Professor

Kim Levenhagen, PT, DPT, WCC
Associate Professor

Yi Li, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor

Whitney Linsenmeyer, Ph.D., RD, LD
Assistant Professor

Christina Loveless, MS, CCC-SLP
Clinical Assistant Professor

Mike Markee, ATC, PT, DPT, OCS, COMT, Assistant Professor

Cindy Matlock, PhD, MBA, OTR/L
Assistant Professor

Robin Murphy, MS, CCC-SLP/L
Clinical Assistant Professor

Teresa Neal, MHA, RHIA
Program Director

Kitty Newsham, PhD, ATC
Associate Professor

Elaina Osterbur, PhD
Associate Professor

Oluwatoyosi Owoeye, Ph.D., MSc, BPT, Assistant Professor

Todd Parkhurst
Chef, Instructor

Whitney Postman, PhD, CCC-SLP
Assistant Professor

Rhonda Pulver, PA-C
Assistant Professor

Rabia Rahman, PhD, MS, RD, LD
Assistant Professor

Maria Romo-Palafox, Ph.D., RD
Assistant Professor

Debra Rybski, Ph.D., MS, MSHCA, OTR/L, Associate Professor

Gretchen Salsich, PhD, PT
Professor

Chris Sebelski, PT, DPT, OCS
Associate Professor

Katie Serfas, OTD, OTR/L
Assistant Professor

Sara Steele, PhD, CCC-SLP
Associate Professor

Carol Suit, MPAS, PA-C
Assistant Professor

Saneta Thurmon, MA, CCC-SLP/A
Assistant Professor

Andrea Vaughn, MS, CCC-SLP
Clinical Assistant Professor

Sarah Walsh, MOT, OTR/L
Instructor

Chezna Warner, MHS, MSW, PA-C
Assistant Professor

Salena Washington, PhD
Assistant Professor

Ted Weiss, PhD
Professor

Christine Werner, PhD, PA-C, RD
Professor

Julie Wolter, MA, RHIA, FAHIMA
Associate Professor

Barb Yemm, PT, DPT, OCS
Associate Professor
Dr. Mardell Wilson
Professor, Dean

Dr. Elizabeth Blessing
Associate Professor,
Associate Dean for Student
and Academic Affairs

Dr. Jesús García-Martínez
Professor, Associate Dean for Research

Dr. Amy Harkins
Professor, Chairperson,
Clinical Health Sciences

Dr. Travis Threats
Professor, Chairperson,
Communication Sciences and Disorders;
Interim Chairperson, Occupational
Science and Occupational Therapy

Dr. Tricia Austin
Associate Professor, Chairperson,
Physical Therapy and Athletic Training;
Interim Chairperson, Nutrition
and Dietetics